<Steve> -@-@-@-@- BEGIN MISSION -@-@-@-@-
[19:13] <FCO_Braun> :: at the helm coordinating approach to the New Prussian Protectorate ::
[19:13] <CTO_Terr> ::sitting in quarters with security staff, breifing them on the mission::
[19:14] <CO_Krust> :: on bridge speaking to the XO:
[19:14] <FCO_Braun> CO:  Captain...?  We are in the system...
[19:14] <XO_von> ::on bridge approaching CO::
[19:14] <XO_von> ::looks CO squarely in the eyes::
[19:14] <OPSFowler> ::At station listing to comm traffic::
[19:15] <CTO_Terr> SecDept: So you guys and gals all clear on this?
[19:15] <CTO_Terr> <SecDept>: Yes Sir
[19:15] <CTO_Terr> SecDept: Dismissed then
[19:15] <CO_Krust> XO:if you have any issues, about our current orders, tell me now.
[19:16] <XO_von> ::with a slightly harder edge than usual:: CO: Sir, I look forward to completing this investigation. Personal feelings are a moot point.
[19:16] <CTO_Terr> ::grabs notes togther and heads for the bridge::
[19:16] <CTO_Terr> ::stumbling over an unattended engineering toolcase::
[19:16] computer2 changes topic to "Star Trek: A Call To Duty Ship Missions."
[19:17] <CO_Krust> XO: good! your knowledge of this place will prove useful
[19:17] <XO_von> FCO: Helmsman, ETA to frontier.
[19:18] <CTO_Terr> ::enters bridge with three PADDs, one mug of coffee and the toolkit::
[19:18] <FCO_Braun> XO:  Sir...?  We are here now... we are currently cruising at quarter impulse...
[19:19] <XO_von> ::looks a bit wound tightly:: FCO: Understood...thank you.
[19:19] <CO_Krust> fco:standard orbit
[19:20] <CO_Krust> XO: how do you suggest we proceed?
[19:20] <FCO_Braun> CO:  Aye, sir, achieving standard orbit...
[19:20] <CTO_Terr> ::sets PADDs down at Tac 1 and places cup in the replicator, then walks over to the XO and CO, still carrying the toolkit::
[19:20] <FCO_Braun> :: reviews nav charts for New Prussian system ::
[19:21] <CTO_Terr> CO,XO: Sirs, I have breifed my department and everyone is ready to go on this op.
[19:21] <XO_von> CO: As quietly as possible. If mistakes were made, Command will have them buried deep.  We cannot tip our hand.
[19:22] <FCO_Braun> :: plots course to New Prussia capital world ::
[19:22] <OPSFowler> CO: Sir LRS has detected 4 Starships in orbit. Also we have entered comm range and are being hailed
[19:22] <CO_Krust> XO/CTO: very well, have them use extreme caution, Andrew
[19:22] <FCO_Braun> CO:  Course ready to engage...
[19:23] <CTO_Terr> ::hands toolkit to a crewman, telling him to tell the Acting CEO to keep his men in order to keep the place cleaner, then answers CO: Aye Sir, I taught them
[19:23] computer2 sets mode: +v Trish 
[19:23] JamesBot sets mode: +o Trish 
[19:24] <XO_von> CTO: Id those ships. Are they Militia?
[19:24] <CTO_Terr> XO: On it Sir
[19:24] <CTO_Terr> ::walks over to TAC 1 to ID the ships::
[19:24] <CTO_Terr> XO/XO: Four Militia Ships, New Prussian all right, Rommel Class.
[19:25] <CTO_Terr> <XO/CO> (should have been)
[19:25] <CO_Krust> XO: can we hide our intentions, you are from here...
[19:25] <CTO_Terr> XO/CO: Same size and firepower as a Miranda class, roughly
[19:25] Trish sets mode: -o Trish 
[19:25] <FCO_Braun> :: entering in standard orbit around the capital world ::
[19:25] <CO_Krust> OPS: are they hailing us?
[19:26] Steve sets mode: -v Trish 
[19:26] <OPSFowler> CO: Sir. New Prussia is hailing again. They sound quite insitant
[19:26] <CO_Krust> OPS: put it through
[19:26] <Steve> @ <NPPControl>  COM:Pharaoh:  This is New Prussian Control - identify yourselves ::the voice is curt in tone and devoid of emotion::
[19:26] <OPSFowler> CO: Aye sir. ::Opens channel::
[19:26] <XO_von> CO: I am a Starfleet officer, now.  You could say I'm here for...personal matters.  I'm sure they'll understand.
[19:26] <FCO_Braun> :: thinks it sounds like most of the Germans from home ::
[19:27] computer2 changes topic to "Star Trek: A Call To Duty Ship Missions."
[19:27] <CO_Krust> COM: npp: this is Captain K'rust of the USS Pharaoh. requesting to enter orbit.
[19:28] <CO_Krust> :: nods atXO::
[19:28] <CTO_Terr> CO: You want me to make up something like our weapons array needs repairs?
[19:28] <Steve> <NPP> COM:Pharaoh:  You are expected, Captain K'rust.  Chancelor Von Zunker is expecting you
[19:28] <CO_Krust> CTO: perhaps, let's see what the XO can do first.
[19:29] <CTO_Terr> CO: No problem Sir, we can set it up as a failsafe plan to be safe!
[19:29] <CO_Krust> COM: NPP: acknowledged. we will be in orbit shortly.
[19:30] <Steve> <NPP>  COM:Pharaoh:  Understood.  Control, out.
[19:30] <XO_von> ::remains humorless:: CO: The cover up may have started already.
[19:30] <CO_Krust> OPS: close channel
[19:30] computer2 sets mode: +v CSO_Fist 
[19:30] <CO_Krust> XO: apparently, our hand is tipped.
[19:30] <CTO_Terr> XO: I'd say that the coverup started when they made the mistake, Sir
[19:30] <OPSFowler> CO: AYe ::Closes the channel::
[19:31] <FCO_Braun> CO:  Captain...?  We are in orbit now...
[19:31] <CO_Krust> CtO: agreed. how do we uncover though?
[19:31] <CTO_Terr> CO: Infiltrate, get inside somehow, false identity, you know, black ops stuff?
[19:32] <XO_von> CO: Sir, I would recommend several teams.  One for the chancellor, another to Militia Command.
[19:32] <CO_Krust> XO: do you know this Von Zunker?
[19:32] computer2 sets mode: +v CoolFrooD 
[19:33] <CoolFrooD> # Appears as TIKI.
[19:33] <XO_von> CO: Only in passing.  My father had business dealings with him and the government.
[19:33] Steve sets mode: -v CoolFrooD 
[19:34] <CTO_Terr> FCO: Mr Braun, any manouvres against four Miranda class starships you can think of incase these boys get nasty would be most appreaciated
[19:34] <CO_Krust> XO: I see, let's not keep the chancellor waiting.
[19:34] <XO_von> CO He may remember me as a little boy...not much more.
[19:35] <FCO_Braun> CTO:  We could likely out maneuver them for several minutes... but if their pilots are smart they will flank us and keep us between them...
[19:35] <CO_Krust> OPS: open channel to new Prussia
[19:35] <XO_von> CO: I agree ,sir.
[19:35] <CTO_Terr> FCO: Mr Braun, those pilots have nothing on you  ::smiles::
[19:36] <FCO_Braun> CTO:  Thank you for your words of praise Mr. Terrance...  ::grins::
[19:36] <Steve> ACTION:  BEAMDOWN CO-ORDINATES ARE BEING BEAMED UP TO THE PHARAOH
[19:36] <CTO_Terr> ::notes the uplink to Ops::
[19:37] <OPSFowler> ::Opens channel to NPP:: CO: Ready sir
[19:37] computer2 changes topic to "Star Trek: A Call To Duty Ship Missions."
[19:37] <CTO_Terr> CO: Beamdown co-ordinates have been recieved
[19:37] <CO_Krust> Senior staff: let's go then, all of us
[19:37] <XO_von> CO: If anything, we prize organization and conciseness.  Always remember that.
[19:37] <CTO_Terr> CO: Sidearms Sir?
[19:38] <CO_Krust> *CPO kibble*  chief, you have the Conn
[19:38] computer2 sets mode: +v Jon 
[19:38] <Steve> <Kibble>  *CO*  On my way, Sir
[19:38] <CO_Krust> CTO: standard equipment
[19:38] <XO_von> ::prepares to leave for transporter::
[19:38] Steve sets mode: -v Jon 
[19:38] Steve has kicked CoolFrooD from #actdshipmissions (Steve)
[19:39] <CO_Krust> ::stands and heads to the transporter room::
[19:39] <CTO_Terr> ::feels a bit uncomfortable with leaving the ship with four frigates nearby and the senior staff off the ship::
[19:39] <CTO_Terr> CO: Aue Sir
[19:39] <FCO_Braun> :: stands away from the helm and follows the other officers ::
[19:39] <CTO_Terr> ::heads for the TR::
[19:40] <CTO_Terr> ::arrives in TR and gets the equipment ready::
[19:40] <XO_von> All: I haven't been home in four years.
[19:40] <CSO_Fist> ::enroute to TR::
[19:40] <OPSFowler> ::Follows Braun and Terrance to the TL::
[19:40] <CTO_Terr> CO: Is it wise for the entire senior staff to go? If this is a cover up, we could be walking into a trap, Sir!
[19:40] <FCO_Braun> :: arrives in the transporter room and takes set of standard equipment ::
[19:41] <CO_Krust> ::walks to Padd:: All: lets go people
[19:41] <FCO_Braun> :: steps on transporter pad ::
[19:41] <OPSFowler> ::Steps up to the pad while checking her equipment::
[19:41] computer2 sets mode: +v Chris 
[19:41] <CTO_Terr> ::arms phaser, taking position behind the XO on the PADD::
[19:42] <XO_von> ::steps on pad, checks for palm phaser::
[19:42] <CO_Krust> tR chief: you have the coordinates, energize
[19:42] <Steve> ACTION: WITH A SHIMMER - THE AT BEAMS DOWN TO THE SURFACE CO-ORDINATES...REAPPEARING IN WHAT APPEARS TO BE A GRAND, MARBLE, ENTRY.
[19:42] computer2 sets mode: +v FCO-Gabe 
[19:42] FCO-Gabe is now known as Observer-
[19:42] <CTO_Terr> ::feels the beam release him and immediately looks around for possible threats::
[19:42] Steve is now known as VonZunkr
[19:42] <XO_von> ::materializes and breathes deeply::
[19:43] <FCO_Braun> :: appears on the surface and notices the distinct German archetecture ::
[19:43] VonZunkr sets mode: -v Observer- 
[19:43] <OPSFowler> ::Looks around at the sights::
[19:43] <VonZunkr> ::steps forward, flanked by two men in NPP military uniforms::
[19:43] <XO_von> ::murmers to self:: Danke.
[19:43] <CSO_Fist> ::palms phaser nervously::
[19:43] <FCO_Braun> XO:  Looks kind of like home...
[19:44] <CTO_Terr> ::sees the two men in uniforms and looks them over for weapons::
[19:44] <CO_Krust> All: you will accompany me First, the rest of you have a look around... innocently
[19:44] <VonZunkr> ::notices the Klingon - thats the one::  CO:  Captain K'rust?  ::his voice much warmer than the Controlers::
[19:44] <XO_von> ::starts forward but stops himself, waiting for the CO::
[19:44] <CTO_Terr> ::whispers discretly:: Guys, stay in pairs
[19:45] <CO_Krust> VON Z: Chancellor Von Zunker? I am Captain K'rust
[19:45] <FCO_Braun> :: looks at the CTO and nods ::
[19:45] <OPSFowler> ::Watches the CO and the XO::
[19:45] <CSO_Fist> ::moves next to CTO::
[19:45] <CTO_Terr> ::notes the CSO has paired with him::
[19:46] <VonZunkr> ::offers hand to the Captain::  A pleasure to meet you at last.......this is War Minister Pushkin and Minister of Security Uphum
[19:46] <CTO_Terr> ::loudish for Germans to hear:: CSO: Mr Fist, this place has got some great architecture
[19:46] <OPSFowler> ::Looks at Braun as if to say 'partner?'::
[19:46] <FCO_Braun> :: grins at Fowler :: OPS:  Let's take a look around, shall we...?
[19:47] computer2 changes topic to "Star Trek: A Call To Duty Ship Missions."
[19:47] <OPSFowler> FCO: Lead the way
[19:47] <CO_Krust> ::returns handshake::VZ: Chancellor,gentleman, this is my first officer, magnus Von Kreig... ::introduces the rest of the crew:: 
[19:47] <OPSFowler> ::Grining back at the FCO::
[19:47] <CTO_Terr> CSO: Lets go have a look around
[19:47] <FCO_Braun> :: slowly sidles away from the group with Fowler ::
[19:48] <XO_von> ::snaps a salute:: All: Chancellor, ministers...it is an honor.
[19:48] <CSO_Fist> ::nods to CTO and follows his lead::
[19:48] <VonZunkr> XO:  Magnus ::his voice sounding wistful::  Its been years........you officers are free to rest and relax here - I am sure this is just a formality.
[19:49] <CTO_Terr> ::walks away down a side corridor with CSO::
[19:49] <XO_von> Chancellor: Thank you. I hope that it is.
[19:49] <FCO_Braun> :: discreetly whips out a tricorder ::
[19:49] <VonZunkr> ::motions:: CO/XO:  Come, we can discuss things in my chambers.
[19:49] <CO_Krust> Chancellor: thank you Sir, my officers have been in space for some time,fresh air will do them good
[19:50] <CO_Krust> ::nods and follows the chancellor::
[19:50] CSO_Fist ::scanning with tricorder::
[19:50] <CTO_Terr> CSO: Would you think that these people might be watching us to see if we were trying to rumble a cover up?
[19:50] <XO_von> ::eyes people they pass, straining to recognize anyone::
[19:50] computer2 sets mode: +v Tiffany 
[19:51] <CO_Krust> ::tries to gauge the xo's mood::
[19:51] <CSO_Fist> CTO: Uncertain, sir.
[19:51] <VonZunkr> K'rust:  Of course.......but I am afriad you will not find much...::searches for the word::  fun.  The Funeral for the 103rd, 11th and 129th Regiments is tommorow, and the sorrow has fallen heavily on the people
[19:51] <XO_von> ::looks at a militia man with a mixture of disgust and envy::
[19:52] <CO_Krust> Chancellor: I understand, the loss has affected some of us as well.
[19:52] <CTO_Terr> CSO: Lets go and have a look at the central records area, if they want us to search, then that's what we'll do!
[19:52] <OPSFowler> ::Nudges Braun:: Look at what the women are wearing. I wonder if they all are dressed that way?
[19:52] <VonZunkr> ACTION:  THE 5 COMMAND OFFICERS WALK THROUGH MARBLE FLOOR HALLWAYS - THEIR BOOTHEELS CLICKING SMARTLY.  THE MINISTERS CHAMBERS IS THROUGH LARGE, HEAVY WOODEN DOORS.
[19:52] <CSO_Fist> CTO: Agreed.
[19:52] <FCO_Braun> OPS:  I do not know... should we ask...?
[19:52] <CTO_Terr> CSO: Reverse psycology, should end up confusing them
[19:53] <XO_von> Chancellor: My younger brother was with the 11th.
[19:53] computer2 sets mode: +v Doc 
[19:53] <Doc> # Appears as TIKI.
[19:53] <CSO_Fist> ::locating central records area::
[19:53] <FCO_Braun> OPS:  Typically black signifies grieving...
[19:53] <OPSFowler> ::Shakes her head:: FCO: Not yet. Let's see if it's only a few 
[19:53] <VonZunkr> ::walks around to his chair, sitting::  XO:  Lucien?  He was old enough to get mixed up in this?  ::sounding genuinely surprised::
[19:53] <CSO_Fist> ::points:: CTO: This way, sir.
[19:53] <XO_von> Chancellor: He wasn't even through the academy, yet.
[19:53] <CTO_Terr> ::follows the CSO::
[19:54] <FCO_Braun> :: continues walking the Fowler ::
[19:54] <CO_Krust> ::listen carefully to Von Zunkers tone::
[19:54] <VonZunkr> ::eyebrows knit::  Many families made many sacrifices for this war....but words are so easy to say
[19:55] <CTO_Terr> ::enters the record's building and walks up to the deskclerk, nodding to the CSO to play it cool::
[19:55] <VonZunkr> THE CSO AND CTO FIND THE CENTRAL RECORDS AND LIBRARY FOR THE CAPITAL CITY.....AND WALK IN
[19:55] <VonZunkr> OPS AND THE FCO FIND THEMSELVES IN ONE OF THE CENTRAL PARKS
[19:55] <CSO_Fist> ::combs his hair::
[19:55] <XO_von> Chancellor: He barely knew how to disassemble a phaser rifle. ::blandly:: He wans't evena soldier.
[19:56] <FCO_Braun> :: looks around the park and sees women wearing black ::  OPS:  What do you make of it...?
[19:56] <VonZunkr> VK:  Neither was my Grandson, Tomas - and he died in the 5th platoon of the 129th.....
[19:57] <VonZunkr> <CentralRecordsClerk>  CTO:  Can I help you?
[19:57] <CTO_Terr> Clerk: Hi, we're new here and I was wondering if we could use a terminal to look up some history about New Prussia, the name's Holst, Gunther Holst, my family was from the Black Forest on Earth and I think some of my cousins moved here. Could I have a look at the files?  ::puts on German accent::
[19:57] computer2 changes topic to "Star Trek: A Call To Duty Ship Missions."
[19:57] <OPSFowler> ::Watches the children:: FCO:I'm not sure. But if we see many more I think we might have to ask about it
[19:57] <XO_von> Chancellor: Then there is a great sorrow, sir.  How did they die?
[19:57] <FCO_Braun> OPS:  Let's look over here :: motions to a leaflet posted on a tree ::
[19:58] <VonZunkr> XO:  They died with their brothers on Teneb
[19:58] <VonZunkr> <Deneb>
[19:58] <OPSFowler> ::Follows Braun over to the tree:: What do you make of that?
[19:58] <FCO_Braun> :: looks at leaflet and reads it ::
[19:58] <XO_von> ::jaw sets::
[19:58] <CO_Krust> Chancellor: so, that is why we're here, to pay our respects to our fallen comrades. yet you were expected us? do you have information we are not privy to?
[19:59] <VonZunkr> ::his voice cool:: CO:  We were notified by your Starfleet that you would be coming - so that we could extend every courtesy
[19:59] <OPSFowler> ::Takes note of the poster::
[19:59] <FCO_Braun> OPS:  "Vote for Von Zunker"... nothing more than a politcal advertisement...
[19:59] <VonZunkr> <Clerk>  All personal records are located on terminals on level 2 ::motions to lifts::
[19:59] <FCO_Braun> :: looks at another leaflet ::
[20:00] computer2 sets mode: +v watcher 
[20:00] <watcher> # Appears as TIKI.
[20:00] <OPSFowler> FCO: Seems they had elections not to long ago
[20:00] VonZunkr sets mode: -v watcher 
[20:00] <CTO_Terr> Clerk: Danka shcon my friend, I hope I can find my relatives, and I hope this damn war didn't get them killed.  ::motions for CSO to follow him to the lifts::
[20:00] <CO_Krust> Chancellor: we truly appreciate the gesture. the war has been hard on us all
[20:00] <CSO_Fist> ::looks at lifts, then at CTO::
[20:00] <FCO_Braun> OPS:  Look at this one here... "Remember the Fallen"... I wonder what that means...?
[20:01] <CSO_Fist> ::follows::
[20:01] computer2 sets mode: +v Marcell 
[20:01] VonZunkr sets mode: -v Marcell 
[20:01] <CTO_Terr> ::enters the lift and wiats for doors to close::
[20:01] <XO_von> Chancellor: Who commanded the regiments on Deneb? Who?
[20:01] <OPSFowler> FCO: Possibly the people lost in the fighting?
[20:01]  *** Disconnected ***
*** Log file closed: 6/17/99 8:01:30 PM

*** Log file opened: 6/17/99 8:02:02 PM
[20:02] computer2 sets mode: +v CO_Krust 
[20:02] <VonZunkr> <Pushkin>  Colonel Edward Von Moltke was in command of the Deneb taskforce
[20:02] <OPSFowler> FCO: Lead and I shall follow ::Wicked grin::
[20:02] <CTO_Terr> CSO: I'm going to try and get into the government records and see if there's any files corrupted or missing.  I want you to use another terminal and try to set up a jamming loop, so they don't find out I'm in, after all, computer theft is a crime here!
[20:02] <CSO_Fist> CTO So what are we really looking for?
[20:02] <FCO_Braun> :: speaks to one of the passing women wearing black :: Woman:  Excuse me, Fraulein, could you help us...?
[20:02] <CTO_Terr> CSO: Can you do it?
[20:02] <CSO_Fist> CTO: Yes,sir.
[20:02] <CTO_Terr> CSO: Great
[20:02] <VonZunkr> <Frau>  ::looks up at Braun::  Ja?
[20:03] <CSO_Fist> ::exits lift when doors open::
[20:03] <CTO_Terr> ::the doors hiss open on the second floor::
[20:03] <CTO_Terr> ::walks to secluded area and motions for CSO to use that terminal::
[20:03] <CSO_Fist> ::nods::
[20:03] <FCO_Braun> Frau:  We are new here and we were wondering... what does "Remember the Fallen" mean...?
[20:03] <CTO_Terr> ::then walks to another one to look inconspicuos::
[20:04] <CSO_Fist> ::taps the "any" key::
[20:04] <XO_von> Puskin: Is the Colonel available. I'd like some information on the battle. How did they die?
[20:04] <VonZunkr> <Frau>  ::eyebrows furrow:: FCO:  Sprechen Sie Deutsch?
[20:04] <CTO_Terr> ::boots up and logs on, begining to bring up personal files about immigrants under the name of Holst::
[20:04] <VonZunkr> <Pushkin>  Colonel Von Moltke died at his post
[20:05] <CTO_Terr> ::when the "aliby" file is brought up, the CTO looks to the CSO for approval that the jamming screen is up::
[20:05] <FCO_Braun> :: speaking fluent german with Rheinland-Phalz accent :: Frau:  Pardon me... it is good to see someone who speaks the language from home... could you help us...?  ::smiles::
[20:05] <CSO_Fist> ::trying to hack into the central core::
[20:06] <OPSFowler> ::Watches Braun work and hides a small smile::
[20:06] <VonZunkr> <Frau>  ::eyes lighten - speaks back with a slight Berliner accent::  Of course
[20:06] <CTO_Terr> ::waits to make sure that his backup is ready::
[20:06] <XO_von> Puskin: ::disdainfully:: At least their officer was in the field.
[20:07] computer2 changes topic to "Star Trek: A Call To Duty Ship Missions."
[20:07] <FCO_Braun> Frau:  We are new here and were wondering about this place... it is so good to see so many familiar sights from home... but we are puzzled... we do not understand "Remember the Fallen...?"
[20:07] <VonZunkr> CO/XO:  You are welcome to make use of any sources we have here - though I am sure many here would just as soon move on ::bristles visibly at the XO's remark::
[20:08] <VonZunkr> <Frau> Braun:  The lives lost in this war - even Chancellor Von Zunker lost his only Grandchild to the damnded Dominion...
[20:08] <CSO_Fist> ::inputs jamming loop algorithm and nods to CTO::
[20:08] <CTO_Terr> ::begins hacking into the central government computer, very carefully::
[20:09] <FCO_Braun> :: shakes head sadly :: Frau:  Many of us lost family in the war... it took a toll on us all... is that why you where black...?
[20:09] <CO_Krust> Chancellor: understood, we have come for the funeral, we will stay until then
[20:09] <FCO_Braun> <wear>
[20:09] <CTO_Terr> ::goes hmmm as he sees that all the weapons used were built and designed by Von Zunker, used by all the dead regiments::
[20:10] <VonZunkr> ::stands::  CO/XO:  Of course.  I have other duties to attend to - so if you will excuse me....
[20:10] <CO_Krust> ::narrow eyes slightly:: Chancellor: and thank you for your hospitality
[20:10] <XO_von> ::thumps his fist on the table:: How many died, Chancellor. How many!  Officers safe and snug in orbit.  Bureaucrats sending us out.  How many!!
[20:10] <CSO_Fist> ::hears CTO go "Hmmm"::
[20:10] <CTO_Terr> CSO: Gert, are you having any luck finding our about cousin Adolf? 
[20:10] <CTO_Terr> ::probes deeper into the central files::
[20:10] <CSO_Fist> CTO: Nein
[20:10] <CO_Krust> XO: remember your place First!
[20:11] <VonZunkr> ::glares at Von Krieg just as he is leaving::  And where were you, Magnus?  Where were you when you brother needed you most?
[20:11] <VonZunkr> ::leaves with the ministers in tow::
[20:11] <CTO_Terr> CSO: Ach, keep trying Gert, it will mean so much to mutti if we find out about cousing Adolf
[20:11] computer2 sets mode: +v JamesBot 
[20:11] <XO_von> ::starts over the table:: All: You never gave me a chance!
[20:11] <CSO_Fist> ::taps keys aimlessly::
[20:12] <VonZunkr> <Frau>  FCO: Ja...mourning the loved and lost
[20:12] <CTO_Terr> ::tries to open a very secure file::
[20:12] computer2 sets mode: +o JamesBot 
[20:12] <CO_Krust> ::moves towards the door:: xo: Magnus! enough!
[20:12] <CTO_Terr> ::checking for any booby traps::
[20:13] computer2 sets mode: +v ScottyB 
[20:13] JamesBot sets mode: +o ScottyB 
[20:13] computer2 sets mode: +v Bill 
[20:13] ScottyB sets mode: -o ScottyB 
[20:13] <CTO_Terr> ::satisfied there is none, he nods to the CSO that he's going for a big one and to be ready::
[20:13] <XO_von> ::helplessly straightens uniform in an attempt to regain his composure:: CO: Yes, sir.
[20:13] <CSO_Fist> ::readies::
[20:13] <CO_Krust> ::in a menacing tone:: xo: we are leaving commander!
[20:13] <CTO_Terr> ::opens the file::
[20:13] <XO_von> CO: Understood, sir. ::flatly::
[20:14] <CTO_Terr> ::sees about new starships being built at Rigel VII at the Orion Yeards, not by Von Zunker and whistles::
[20:14] <CO_Krust> ::stomps down the corridor ranting::
[20:14] <CTO_Terr> CSO: Gert, I think I've found our tree root!
[20:14] <OPSFowler> ::Whispering so the woman can't hear:: FCO: I wonder exactly how many were actually lost to the Dominion?
[20:14] <FCO_Braun> :: looks sadly at the woman :: Frau:  Was it a husband...?  Isn't it amazing that all the good strong men who fight for the Fatherland are ones that die...?
[20:14] <XO_von> ::follows CO stonefaced::
[20:14] <CSO_Fist> ::hears the CTO whistle::
[20:14] <CTO_Terr> ::uploads the file to the tri-corder, reading even more interesting stuff::
[20:15] <VonZunkr> <Frau>  Grandson....he was so young ::dejected::
[20:15] <CO_Krust> ::not turning his head:: XO: I asked you plainly if you could put personal feelings aside. did I not?
[20:15] <CSO_Fist> CTO: Have you found Adolf?
[20:15] <CTO_Terr> ::taps combadge when download complete:: *CO*: Sir, good news, I've found my cousin Adolf!
[20:15] <VonZunkr> -@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-
[20:15] <VonZunkr> -@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-
[20:15] <CO_Krust> XO: yet you confront the leader of this world?
[20:15] <VonZunkr> -@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-
[20:16] <VonZunkr> -@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-
[20:16] VonZunkr sets mode: +v Lemur-Cat 
[20:16] VonZunkr sets mode: +v Robert 
[20:16] VonZunkr sets mode: +v Trish 
[20:16] <VonZunkr> Pharaoh Crew - fall into the OOC please :)
[20:16] <FCO_Braun> Aye, Chancellor!
[20:16] <VonZunkr> I hope the game was fun to watch :D
[20:17] VonZunkr is now known as Steve
[20:17] computer2 changes topic to "Star Trek: A Call To Duty Ship Missions."
[20:24]  *** Disconnected ***
*** Log file closed: 6/17/99 8:24:51 PM



